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ECONOMIC REVIEW  OUTLOOK 

Despite a very complex financial and political backdrop, 

equities and bonds both rose in the first quarter of 2023. 

Europe was the best-performing equity market as it 
benefited from a milder-than-expected winter. 

US markets fared less well as several bank failures caused 
concern over the financial system, although swift Federal 

Reserve action has reassured investors for the time being. 

Emerging market equities fell against the backdrop of a 

strong US dollar and geopolitical tensions between China 
and the US. 

Stress in the financial system increased the risk of 

recession. As a result, the stock market expected an 

earlier end to interest rate rises. This supported 
government borrowing costs but led to relatively higher 

borrowing costs for companies.  

PORTFOLIO REVIEW 
The Sarasin Thematic Global Equity (GBP Hedged) fund 

contributed most to relative performance. It was helped 
by sterling being strong over the quarter.  

The fund’s underlying holding in Alphabet benefited as 
investors moved from banks to technology stocks with 

rock-solid balance sheets. Reckitt Benckiser was also a 

strong performer due to its defensive characteristics, 

modest valuation and strong results, which demonstrated 
that the company can pass higher costs onto customers. 

Legal & General European Index Trust and Barings Europe 
Select Fund also made positive contributions to 

performance. Both funds invest in European equities 

(excluding the UK).  

In contrast, the NB Uncorrelated Strategies Fund fell. 
Having performed very well last year, the unexpected 

turmoil which began with US regional bank failures led to 
short-term falls in many of its underlying investments.  

PORTFOLIO TRANSACTIONS 
We made an increase in the Royal London Short Duration 
Gilts Fund, which invests in short-duration (1-5 years) UK 

government bonds. Interest rates are much more 
attractive than they have been for some time. In contrast, 

Liontrust Special Situations Fund, which invests in UK 

companies with a durable competitive advantage, was 

reduced following the outperformance of UK equities since 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 

We fear that the rapid rise in US interest rates will damage 

the global economy and cause further disorder in the 

banking sector.  

Against this background, we favour the shares of high-

quality growth companies. Companies with stable revenue 
and profits are better placed to overcome, even capitalise 

on, the challenging and rapidly changing economic 

conditions we expect over the coming months.  

As well as this, we feel natural resources and raw materials, 
like energy and metals, are well-positioned for the future. 

Commodity prices seem likely to rise as the global 

superpowers compete for supply chain security and 

scarce resources. Certain commodities will also benefit 
from the transition to a more sustainable economy. 

High interest rates mean we are less enthusiastic about 
commercial real estate as property companies usually 

have high borrowing levels. The increase in working from 

home also means that offices are becoming less popular. 

As well as investing in company shares, we invest in other 
types of investments for you that aim to balance the risks 

in your portfolio.  

Despite the crisis in the financial sector, we believe the 

bonds of large, financially strong companies, including 

banks, represent good value. Bonds issued by 

governments generally offer slightly lower returns than 
these corporate bonds, but they do tend to act as a ‘safe 

haven’ during a crisis. Global interest rates seem to be 
close to peaking and, as a result, we are also investing in 

government bonds on your behalf.  

There are reasons to be optimistic that the economy may 

not be as weak as is feared. For example, households and 
banks are in better financial shape than in previous crises. 

This means they should be better able to withstand higher 
prices and disruption before changing their spending or 

lending actions. That said, inflation remains a problem. 

However, if energy prices continue to normalise, then this 

should gradually ease.  

We continue to invest in high-quality companies that are 

well-placed to benefit from our long-term investment 
themes. As economic growth troughs, inflation eases and 

interest rates stop rising so quickly, we believe there are 

likely to be excellent opportunities to add risk to the 

portfolio. In the meantime, we believe now is a time for 
patience. 
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